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DEALER

Polaris Lebanon
70644442
Helmets On - Polaris Lebanon (Sodeco
Branch), توريب توريب , ةظفاحم  توريب , ,
Lebanon

DETAILS

Posted on :  27/03/2024

DESCRIPTION

Now more comfortable with its new channel for those who wear glasses, better interior and
renewed mechanism to operate the solar visor. City or highway are the natural territory of this
light and silent helmet. Inside, soft fabrics favor the comfort. The unprecedented function of its
original movement mechanism of visor up to let fresh air circulate continuously without
disturbing your eyes is a great advantage for hot weather and to prevent the formation of fog.
A specific channel for those who wear corrective lenses increases your well being. The lower
chin and neck curtains perfectly closes the entrance to the wind avoiding the noise. It has a
completely removable and washable interior. The ventilation system keeps your head
tempered and favors your riding concentration. Two shells sizes guarantee a perfect fit and
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excellent comfort for all sizes. Light weight, great comfort. Impact resistant thermoplastic
shell. Metal blocking mechanism for flip up maxillary protection. Reinforced retention system,
harness with 4 straps to keep the helmet in place, on the head of the motorcyclist whatever
direction the impacts come from. The homologated Combi2 Duo visor is of injection molded
polycarbonate. Its optical quality and its resistance to breakage are exceptional. It is ready to
add a Pinlock anti-fog film. The sun visor allows you to adjust the light at your will. Sizes 2 shell
sizes XS / S / M / L XL / XXL Weight: 1.550+-50gr.

BASIC INFO

Custom Title:  NZI Combi

ACCEPTED PAYMENT METHODS

Accepted payment methods:  Cash (US Dollar)
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